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One for the soldiers that went away
Two for the corner homies living another day
Made it another day,
Five shots spin them the other way
Living for the wild, to disperse ...
Post up at the spot drop tops and pop shots
Cop ox, 2 more for those in the lock box
County jail time, got a dozen of the homies in it
4 wheels spinning, smoking on that purple...
4 more shots spread through the crowd, 
While we have 4 shots to the homies that be just trialed
7 shots high for the homies that ain't alive
Homies that live a while, homies that live to die
Homies pushing the lines
One time you can't stop us, 
Dumping that ... shooting down the helicopters
A day in the life will stay...for all the fallen soldiers to
extreme

21 gun salute, take those shots up in the sky
I'm a soldier and it's my time to ride
Pour out a little liquor if I fall tonight it's gonna be a 
21 gun salute, give my baby mama my stars and
stripes
Hold back the tears when they close my eyes
When I let go of my gangster...it's gonna be a 
21 gun salute

First shot don't ... fallen g's
Who payed the land ...you made the way for me
... for them niggas locked up, all in the game
You living life...3 shots with the dagger
4-5 shots, close range, ...shattered his brain
...when it drop like brain... a real live movie...
10 more coming at you repeatedly
And ... clips, we gonna ride
Smoke the blunt, we blow smoke in the sky
on 21st street, throwing up... till I die
So we don't die, we multiply
And the crew, rest in peace 21 gun salute
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21 gun salute, take those shots up in the sky
I'm a soldier and it's my time to ride
Pour out a little liquor if I fall tonight it's gonna be a 
21 gun salute, give my baby mama my stars and
stripes
Hold back the tears when they close my eyes
When I let go of my gangster...it's gonna be a 
21 gun salute.
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